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OCTOBER
Child, Lee. Blue Moon. The 24th title in the Jack Reacher series finds Reacher helping out an
elderly couple and trying to achieve justice that only comes along once in a blue moon.
Connelly, Michael. Night Fire. Bosch and Ballard come together to work on a murder case that
obsessed Harry’s teacher who has just died. Did he want the case solved or buried?
DeMille, Nelson & Demille, Alex. The Deserter. A new thriller with an unconventional military
investigator searching for an extremely dangerous deserter.
Gerritsen, Tess. The Shape of Night. A woman tries to run from her past and moves to coastal
Maine where murders, romance, and suspense follow her.
Grisham, John. The Guardians. Guardian Ministries is a small innocence group founded by a
lawyer/minister named Cullen Post. Quincy Miller was framed, convicted, and sent to prison for
life. He writes a letter to the Guardians and the investigation is on.
Hildebrand, Elin. W hat Happens in Paradise. A widow returns to the Caribbean to get to the
bottom of her deceased husband’s double life.
Hill, Joe. Full Throttle. In this masterful collection of short fiction, Joe Hill dissects timeless
human struggles in thirteen relentless tales of supernatural suspense.
Malerman, Josh. Malorie. It’s been eight years since blindfolded Malorie escaped with her children
to a sanctuary. A sequel to Bird Box.
Moyes, JoJo. The Giver of Stars. Based on a true story and set during the Great Depression, the
author tells the tale of five extraordinary women as they journey into the mountains of Kentucky.
Steel, Danielle. Child’s Play. Kate keeps a tight rein on her family, her career, her own emotions,
never wondering if she truly knows her children or if her hopes for them are the right ones, and
what they want. She is about to find out.
Strout, Elizabeth. Olive, A gain. Prickly Olive Kitteridge returns in this novel, making observations
about herself and the people in her hometown in Maine.

Sandford, John. Bloody Genius. It’s up to Virgil Flowers to find the murderer between two hostile
college departments as the feud becomes deadly.
Woods, Stuart. Stealth. Stone Barrington must trap a ruthless defector.

NOVEMBER
Baldacci, David. A Minute to Midnight. FBI Agent Atlee Pine returns to her Georgia hometown to
reopen the investigation of her twin sister’s abduction, only to encounter a serial killer beginning
a reign of terror

& More…

Continued…
Cornwell, Patricia. Quantum. Captain Calli Chase, a NASA pilot, quantum physicist, and
cybercrime investigator, detects a tripped alarm in the tunnels deep below a NASA research
center.
Cussler, Clive. Final Option. Juan Cabrillo and his team of expert operatives return in this latest
entry in Clive Cussler's Oregon Files series. Aboard the Oregon, one of the most advanced spy
ships ever built, they face new challenges and nemeses.
Evanovich, Janet. Twisted Twenty-Six. Grandma Mazur has decided to get married to a local
crime boss. When he dies shortly after the marriage vows, it up to Stephanie Plum to figure out
whodunit.
Evans, Richard Paul. Noel Street. Elle Savas, a waitress at the Noel Street Diner, isn’t sure what to
make of Emerson Stone. Emerson, a decorated Vietnam POW, is not only fighting demons, but
may also have the answer to her own past pain.
Morgenstern, Erin. The Starless Sea. A timeless love story set in a secret underground world ‒ a
place of pirates, painters, lovers, liars, and ships that sail upon a starless sea.
Patterson, James. Criss-Cross. Shortly after watching the execution of an inmate he helped convict,
Alex Cross discovers a note at a copy-cat murder that the wrong man was put to death.
Steel, Danielle. Spy. At the start of WWII, a young woman is led down a different path as she
leads a dangerous double life on behalf of her country.

DECEMBER
Cook, Robin. Genesis. First, a pregnant young social worker ends up on Laurie Montgomery’s
autopsy table. Then, when Montgomery asks Dr. Tricia Albanese, a forensic pathology resident,
to help track the unborn baby’s father, Albanese ends up dead, too.
Griffin, WEB and William E. Butterworth. The Attack. In Philadelphia, the body of a high school
cheerleader, clad only in her uniform top and with massive bruising on her throat, is found
floating in the Delaware River.
Lindsay, Jeff. Just Watch Me. Riley Wolfe is a master thief, expert at disguise, and not averse to
violence when it’s needed.
McCall Smith, Alexander. The Peppermint Tea Chronicles. Changes are coming to 44 Scotland
Street, what with Bertie and his friends getting older, and the neighbors gossiping about Irene’s
latest drama.
Williams, Beatriz. The Wicked Redhead: A Wicked City Novel. Two women, two generations,
two urgent quests: As Ginger and Ella track down their separate quarries with increasing
desperation, the mysteries consuming them take on unsettling echoes of each other.
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